{ 
  "bridge": { 
    "name": "Homebridge",
    "port": 51826,
    "pin": "031-45-156"
  },
  "description": "Configuration file for (e)xtended Domoticz platform.",
  "platforms": [
    { 
      "platform": "eDomoticz",
      "name": "eDomoticz",
      "server": "192.168.0.107",
      "port": 8084,
      "ssl": 0,
      "roomid": 0,
      "excludedDevices": []
    }
  ],
  "accessories": []
}

pi@192.168.0.107's password:
Linux pi 4.19.66-v7+ #1253 SMP Thu Aug 15 11:49:46 BST 2019 armv7l
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````n
Image version: 1.4
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````n
/home/pi/README.txt
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````n
Last login: Sun Sep 1 22:30:03 2019 from 192.168.0.106
pi@pi:~ $ homebridge
[1.09.2019, 22:31:25] Loading 1 platforms...
[1.09.2019, 22:31:25] [eDomoticz] Initializing eDomoticz platform...
[1.09.2019, 22:31:25] Loading 0 accessories...
Load homebridge-xiaomi-gateway.XiaomiGatewayPlatform
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7edc3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Airly - smog - Jakość powietrza
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7edc3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Airly - smog - PM10
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service bfd6d0cd-2d20-42c1-
888a-c4b93be80287. Adding anyway.
^ For: Airly - smog - PM10 Norma
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Airly - smog - Wskazówki
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Airly - smog - Zanieczyszczenie powietrza
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service D92D5391-92AF-4824-AF4A-336F25F25E1A. Adding anyway.
^ For: Auriol - Deszcz
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 2AFB775E-79E5-4399-B3CD-398474CAE86C. Adding anyway.
^ For: Auriol - Wiatr
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 2AFB775E-79E5-4399-B3CD-398474CAE86C. Adding anyway.
^ For: Auriol - Wiatr
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 2AFB775E-79E5-4399-B3CD-398474CAE86C. Adding anyway.
^ For: Auriol - Wiatr
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Czujnik smogu - PM 10
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Czujnik smogu - PM 2.5
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service debf1b79-312e-47f7-bf82-993d9950f3a2. Adding anyway.
^ For: Czujnik smogu Temp/Wilgoć/Cisn
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service debf1b79-312e-47f7-bf82-993d9950f3a2. Adding anyway.
^ For: Mi - ciśnienie na zewnątrz
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Raspi - monitoring - CPU speed
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Raspi - monitoring - CPU temperature
HAP Warning: Characteristic undefined not in required or optional characteristics for service 24a8d81a-3d7b-4965-9086-7ed3ef4fab3. Adding anyway.
^ For: Raspi - monitoring - Connections
Setup Payload:
X-HM://0023ISYX002F7
Scan this code with your HomeKit app on your iOS device to pair with Homebridge:
Or enter this code with your HomeKit app on your iOS device to pair with Homebridge:
W tym miejscu jest kod QR

031-45-156

1.09.2019, 22:31:26 Homebridge is running on port 51826.
Wybierz akcesorium, które chcesz dodać do aplikacji Dom.
Upewnij się, że akcesorium jest włączone i znajduje się w pobliżu.

Mojego akcesorium nie ma na liście
Poznaj akcesoria do domu
Akcesorium już dodane
Aby dodać to akcesorium do domu, musisz je najpierw wyzerować.